
Safety

Painless

Effective

ND YAG LASER 808NM
COMBINED MACHINE

Nd Yag Headpiece 
1064nm,532nm,1320nm(optional)
808nm Diode Laser
500w/other watt avaliable



FBLASER Different  Angle

Rejuvenation Preferred

R
Safety

10
10 yearsHair Removal Ice Cooling



FBLASER Main Parts Introduce

No surgical Short time

Effective Permanent

Touch screen,Easy to operate

Key

808nm Handle 

ND YAG Handle 

Emergency Button

Air Fans

Water Level Window

All countries Power Plug



One Machine Combines ND YAG & 808nm Laser

Macro Channel Diode Laser
15*25mm²/15*15mm² big spot size
500w/other watt avaliable

The 532nm wavelength: 
Remove Red&Brown Tattoo

The 1064nm wavelength: 
Remove Black&Green Tattoo

1320nm Black Baby tip with 
Carbon powder gives whiten 
skin treatment(optional)

Imported great quality bar and lamp guarantee over 1,000,000 shots
Infrared aiming beam ensures accurate operating
500W Strong Power Supply assured stable treatment 1-1500mj 
energy, acheiving truly no pain treatment

FBLASER Handles Show



FBLASER Handle Details

Sapphire crystal

TEC cooling pad
Laser stack

Water circulation floor

Light guide cone Laser protection cover



Compare with traditional diode laser bar:

Traditional Laser stack output energy picture:

It make laser light output more concentrated, it can improve 20% energy 
compare with traditional laser stack

New FAC technology Laser Stack energy output picture:



FBLASER Software Design

Multi_language Support

Hair type/Color/Density Choose Software

Engineer Software for public



FBLASER Functions

ND YAG Handle

Eyebrow Line 
Removal

Tattoo Removal

Skin Whitening

Freckle Removal



Hair Removal

Skin Rejuvenation

808NM Handle



FBLASER Cooling System

Fan

Fan

Fan Radiator

Hot 
water

Handle

Cool 
water

Cool 
water

Cool 
water

Water pump

TEC/Semiconductor chips

Four kinds of cooling system
Air+Water+Diode+TEC Cooling,
TEC is the latest cooling method 
which widely use in refrigerator,
this new cooling method can 
confirm the diode laser in a more 
suitable working environment and 
control it in low temperature even 
for long time continuously working.

Air Cooling System

Water Cooling System

TEC/Semiconductor Cooling System



FBLASER Advantage Comparison

Resonable inner design,strong steel frame make 
parts fixed,ensure parts safe when shipping.
Each line is very clear and it has interface,
it is very easy when repairing
Strong cooling system MP-20R pump and small 
pupms ensure machine works well

Poor quality of the machine, the internal
structure is disorder, the unreasonable
layout of the machine, causingmachine
problem is not easy to repair, the existence
of dangerous operation.

VS

VS

Ours Others



We use big cooper radiator for machine cooling 
system it will make water cooling is powerful
compare with aluminous radiator , as this design
supposed your clinic is very busy. our machine 
can work continuous without rest,give you 
good business!

Others use very very cheap this type 
radiator, no good cooling effect for water, 
So if your business is well, this type design
will be a problem work 1 hours must have 
a rest then wait water turn cool,work again.

VS

VS

VS

We use 6x10000uf Japan imported original HCG 
brand capacitors , as this design can give lamp 
incharge and discharge fast time and warranty 
continues lamp stable energy output. Also 
Capacitors with a case to fasten it warranty
transportation stable, not move or loosen!

Others use cheaper brand capacitor,just 
use one or two or three capacitors also 
without stable case to fasten it,can’t give 
lamp enough support for incharge and 
discharge, without stable energy output
support and also easy break during long 
transportation.

Ours Others

VS



FBLASER Customer References



Certificate

Aluminum box with Mould Foam warranty

Shipment & Packing

Safety Transportation

ND YAG Handle808nm Handle Key Foot Pedal

Glasses Goggle Funnel&Hose Power Cable

FBLASER Accessories



Wood packaging,export fumigation packaging,
durable wear,play a very good protective effect.

Carton Box with internal pearl and foamInternal pearl wrapped,soft surface,thickened
fixed foam,double protection,to prevent friction
damage

Pearl wrapped

Thickeded fixed foam

Aluminum alloy materials,woven materials,
plastic materials,multiple protection.

Transport Process
FREIGHT

aramex

Into Package Walt Shipping

You can choose what you like:   
EXIRESS/AIR CARGO/SEA

FBLASER Packaging & Shipping

Machine



Our Exhibition

Our Business partner

FBLASER About Us



Our Team

Our Factory


